After reading through the list of registered employers for the Spring 2012 Career Fair, I did my research on SpaceX’s projects and who worked there. At the fair, I went to their booth, attended their employer information session afterwards, and within a few weeks, I got a phone call for an interview. While at SpaceX, I worked mainly in support of a breakthrough advance in the aerospace industry: the Falcon 9 Rocket, SpaceX’s major launch vehicle used to deliver cargo and satellites.

Brian Aggrey, will graduate in December 2013 with a major in mechanical engineering and minors in aerospace engineering and microeconomics. Brian completed a six-month co-op with SpaceX in Los Angeles. Brian’s Career Tip

“Plan your search and applications ahead, and if you can, specialize early! Employers love seeing commitment and consistence.”

My goal... putting people on Mars.

The science of aerospace has always been a curiosity of mine, but I was uncertain about turning that curiosity into a career. I decided to use a co-op position to try out the industry and began researching organizations to pursue.

Getting to know myself...

Bring my story to life...

After reading through the list of registered employers for the Spring 2012 Career Fair, I did my research on SpaceX’s projects and who worked there. At the fair, I went to their booth, attended their employer information session afterwards, and within a few weeks, I got a phone call for an interview. While at SpaceX, I worked mainly in support of a breakthrough advance in the aerospace industry: the Falcon 9 Rocket, SpaceX’s major launch vehicle used to deliver cargo and satellites.

Up next... I plan to bring together my mechanical engineering skills and aerospace interest in order to work towards an ultimate goal of increased human space travel.

FROM PASSION SPRINGS PURPOSE

“Plan your search and applications ahead, and if you can, specialize early! Employers love seeing commitment and consistence.”

Brian’s Career Tip

1,500 +
Internship, co-op, and post-graduate positions currently listed in CAREERlink

THIS WEEK’S OPPORTUNITIES

Microsoft
Target
Capital One
ALIVE Magazine
Covidien
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Procter & Gamble
Epic
Fox News
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
WhaleShark Media
EPA

EVENTS

Jan. 28
Prepping for the Career Fair
Jan. 29
Prepping for the Career Fair
Jan. 30
All-Campus Job & Internship Career Fair
Jan. 31
“Mastering Your Technical Internship” Hosted by Microsoft Corporation

Architecture Design Resumes That Get Results

For more information, visit careercenter.wustl.edu